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CAMO® Debuts New Starter Clips™ Delivering Complete Fastener-Free Looks for 

Grooved Decking of All Kinds 
 

Grand Rapids, MI – National Nail's CAMO deck fastening brand introduces new CAMO Starter Clips as a 

solution to face-fastening the first and last board of any grooved deck project. Contractors who use 

Starter Clips with CAMO EdgeClip™ and EdgeXClip™ create a truly fastener-free deck surface that installs 

in half the time of other clip systems. For a 5X faster installation, they can use the CAMO DRIVE™ tool 

and its clip guide to fasten EdgeClips and EdgeXClips. DRIVE—the collated stand-up deck fastening 

tool—gets contractors off their knees, saves their back and has three guides to fasten CAMO face 

screws, CAMO Edge Screws and CAMO EdgeClips. 

 
 "Our customers love the elegant looks, and fastener-free deck surfaces CAMO products help them 

achieve," said Greg Palmer, Director of Marketing, National Nail. "Now, CAMO EdgeClips and EdgeXClips 

have a compatible solution for the perimeter—the first and last boards—with our new Starter Clips.” 

 

CAMO offers the only deck fastening system a deck builder needs. Each package of CAMO’s new Starter 

Clips covers 30 linear feet and contains 25 clips and 25 screws manufactured with 304 Stainless Steel for 

superior corrosion resistance. Starter Clips are easy to install by lining up the clip with the back edge of 

the joist and center of the cross-joist. After fastening the Starter Clips at each cross-joist, tilt the grooved 

deck board and insert it into the clip.  It’s now ready for CAMO’s EdgeClips for 90-degree patterns or 

EdgeXClips for angled patterns. 

 

 Introduced in early 2019, CAMO’s EdgeClip and EdgeXClip are the ideal solutions for achieving a 

fastener-free deck surface, while meeting deadlines with less labor. Combining CAMO Starter Clips with 

EdgeClip and EdgeXClip expedite deck installations thanks to one-pass fastening, automatic spacing and 

the capability to adjust to any deck board for easy alignment. And, the deck will have a completely 

fastener-free surface for beautiful results. 

 

To learn more about the CAMO Starter Clips, EdgeClip and EdgeXClip, visit www.camofasteners.com.  
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CAMO exists to provide the best deck fastening installation experience. Bar None. Whether you 
install decks for a living, offer to build them with a buddy, or maybe just build once in your 
lifetime, CAMO products are designed with you in mind: hard-working folks who take pride in 
their work, value their wallet, and respect brands who respect them. From fasteners to 
fastening guides and tools, all CAMO products are engineered so your work looks good and 
performs as you expect it should. CAMO® Deck Responsibly™. 

For more information or to locate a dealer, visit camofasteners.com or call 1-800-968-6245. Be 
sure to "Like" @camofasteners on Facebook and @camodeckfasteners on Instagram. Search 
CAMO Fasteners on YouTube to find our channel or check us out on Pinterest. 

 


